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The newsletter of the Romance Writers of America / New York City Chapter #6

SEPTEMBER 2017

NEXT CHAPTER MEETING & CRITIQUE SESSION: SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 9
TRS, 40 EXCHANGE PLACE, 3RD FLOOR, 12-4PM
TOPIC:

FIRST PAGE CRITIQUES!

SPEAKER: NORMA PEREZ-HERNANDEZ, KENSINGTON
We’re doing first-page critiques!
Bring a print-out of the first page of your work in progress
(or email it to Kate at kate@katemcmurray.com in advance) and get
instant feedback from Kensington editor Norma Perez-Hernandez!
We’ll talk hooks, premises, and how to grab your reader from that
very first page. ♥
BIO: Norma Perez-Hernandez is an acquiring editorial assistant at
Kensington Publishing Corp. She has worked on a variety of
projects, including fiction, romance, mysteries, thrillers, and nonfiction. A New York City native, Norma studied English literature at
the Macaulay Honors College at The City College of New York and
is a graduate of the Publishing Certificate Program at City College.
She is thrilled to build a list with diverse authors and books.

CHAPTER ELECTIONS!
We want YOU to run for Chapter Office.
Give back to the chapter by running for office.
ALL POSITIONS OPEN! All Members in good standing
are eligible to run for office, as long as they meet the
necessary qualifications. If you are interested in running for
President, Vice President (2 spots), Secretary or Treasurer,
please email President Kate McMurray directly at
kate@katemcmurray.com. Nominations will be accepted
until September 31. Voting will occur in October.♥
RWA National Elections also begin September 1; see page 6.
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OCTOBER THEME
CELEBRATING THE
DELICIOUSLY STRANGE
What do you consider “deliciously strange”
in writing? Could be your erotica or
your world building or other. Do tell!
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THANK YOU!
To Our Contributing Writers
Stacey Agdern, Maria Ferrer, Barbara James,
Kate McMurray, Michael Molloy, JN Welsh

2017 CHAPTER CALENDAR
Oct 7 Nov 4 Dec 2
MEETING INFORMATION
RWA/NYC meets the first Saturday of each
month. Meetings are held at TRS, 40 Exchange
Place, NYC. 12 noon. Membership is at the
discretion of the Board. Annual dues are
$40.Make all checks payable to RWA/NYC.
There will be a $20 fee on returned checks.
ATTENTION: The Board welcomes all
comments/suggestions/etc. Please send emails
to info@rwanyc.com.
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PLUS! We welcome articles on all topics,
book reviews, conference notes, etc. etc.
KEYNOTES DEADLINE
Send articles to keynoteseditor@gmail.com
by the 15th of the month. All articles
must be typed and up to 500 words. Send
pictures as attachments; not in article.
RWA/NYC BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President: Kate McMurray
Vice President/Events: Stacey Agdern
Vice President/Contest: LaQuette
Secretary: Jennifer Welsh
Treasurer: Maria Cox
Past President: Ursula Renée
LIAISONS & COMMITTEES
Keynotes Editor: Ursula Renée
PRO Liaisons: Alexis Daria
PAN Liaison: Mageela Troche
Blog/Social Media: Maria Ferrer
Craft Loop: Isabo Kelly
Critique Group: Ursula Renée
Publicity: Maria Cox, Jean Joachim,
Michael Molloy
Website: Ursula Renée
RWA/NYC, PO Box 3722,
Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10163
www.rwanyc.com
info@rwanyc.com
rwanycblogginginthebigapple.blogspot.com
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE: NO SHORTCUTS!
BY KATE MCMURRAY
Something I’ve seen at every conference I’ve been to this year are
standing-room-only crowds at every panel on book marketing. Marketing
is, of course, an essential part of a writing career, since we all have to be
entrepreneurs as well as writers these days. I definitely feel like I am not a
strong enough marketer on a frequent basis. But I’m starting to wonder if
what all these authors are crowding in the room to hear is not how to be
savvier at selling their books but rather what the key is to unlock a career
as a bestselling author.
In other words, these authors are looking for the shortcut to success. Not
all of them, of course, but why do so many authors crowd into marketing workshops but skip
workshops on craft?
The thing is, there is no shortcut.
I think we’re looking at the problem backward.
Let me talk about myself for a little bit, because I think it will illustrate what I mean.
I get asked sometimes how I sold my first book, and I usually tell people that I knew which publisher
I wanted to work with, so I sent it in, and they accepted it. Easy peasy, right?
Well, no. That story ignores everything that came before. In 2009, I made a New Year’s Resolution to
write and submit a book for publication, and almost immediately sat down to write In Hot Pursuit. It
took me about three months to bang out the first draft. I gave it to a friend of mine who I knew read
the genre and she gave me a lot of great feedback that I used to revise, which took another couple of
months. I queried Loose Id that July. I got a request for the full about six weeks later. If I remember
correctly, I got the actual acceptance in September. Resolution achieved!
But even that story ignores what happened before. I started writing fiction when I was thirteen. I
wrote a novel for the first time when I was seventeen. I got an English lit degree and took a bunch of
creative writing classes in college. I wrote another novel when I was twenty-two and felt okay enough
about it to show it to a friend, but when she gave me feedback, I chickened out and shoved the whole
thing in a drawer. Later that year, I participated in my first NaNoWriMo… and fell short of the word
count goal. But kept at it. I won NaNoWriMo the next year. I co-founded a critique group. I gave my
writing to people for feedback, and some of what I wrote wasn’t great, but some of it had promise. I
wrote a bunch of novels, many of which I never really finished before abandoning, mostly because
none of them were strong enough. Somewhere in there, I figured out that I was really writing
romance. I changed my focus. I studied writing craft and worked to improve. I researched the hell out
of the publishing industry. When I submitted In Hot Pursuit, I knew what I was doing.
But even that’s not the whole picture, because my second novel was rejected.
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I’m not saying my experience has to be universal. Some writers do wake
up one morning and go, “You know, I should write a novel.” My buddy
Jennifer McQuiston is a scientist at the CDC who just wanted an outlet for
her stress, so she wrote What Happens in Scotland, and ultimately Avon
picked it up. Which, again, sounds easy, but Jen took the time to write,
revise, submit, and eventually market that book. (And it’s great. I
recommend it if you’re a fan of light historicals. She calls it “The
Hangover set in the Regency.”) Damon Suede wrote his first romance
novel, Hot Head, on a dare. (That’s a true story, but he also spent years
writing for film and television, so he knew how to tell a story.) Nora
Roberts wrote while her kids were little as something to do to pass the time
while they were napping.
And I’m guessing your favorite authors met with setbacks. They didn’t just write a book, send it in,
and become bestsellers. There’s always a panel at the RWA national conference every year that is
some variation on “learn from our mistakes!” I went to one of these panels a few years ago, where
Sabrina Jeffries explained that she toiled under another pen name and got nowhere until her publisher
suggested changing names, after which her career finally took off. Now she’s a mega bestseller.
Laura Kaye’s first few books were with tiny presses—and some of those presses no longer exist—
from which she was able to build a following and parlayed that into a deal with Avon. Joanna Shupe
wrote a Regency trilogy to get her name out there as a historical author, and then began working on
her real passion, a romance series set in New York in the Gilded Age.
What I’m saying is, for every author who seems to have it easy, there are really probably neat piles of
rejection letters or bad advice they followed or query letters sent into the void or years of studying
craft that you don’t see. And every author’s path is different, but there are a few universal truths.
These authors all worked on their craft. Every one of the authors I namechecked writes great books.
They wouldn’t have gotten anywhere if they hadn’t. Because someone along the line had to have
picked up that manuscript, read it, and thought, “This is great, and lots of readers will agree.”
Looking for the marketing shortcut undersells the value of word of mouth. I can tell you my book is
good, and maybe you’ll believe me, but you’re more likely to pick it up if a friend whose taste you
trust says, “Kate’s book gave me all the feels and you have to read it!” So the first barrier is letting
readers know you exist, getting your book into the hands of people who can spread the word. But in
order to really get them talking? The book has to be good.
And, sure, “good” is subjective to a point. I’ve read popular books I thought were dreck and really
loved some books my friends really hated. But if you write a book that hits a reader in all the write
places—something you can only do with time and practice and an understanding of how story
works—that reader will sell the crap out of that book for you. And that’s the kind of marketing you
can’t buy.
Dominique Raccah, the owner of Sourcebooks, said at RWA, “I can’t market a bad book.” In other
words, write the best book you can first. Put in the work, the time, to make that book amazing. THEN
worry about marketing.
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Otherwise, there’s no true path. Some bestselling authors are fixtures at conferences. Some rarely
leave their houses. Some are great at social media, some rarely post. Some are savvy at marketing,
some loathe it.
And none of them can tell you why your book isn’t selling. But I bet they’d
all tell you to make your next book as good as it can be, and maybe that
will be the book that takes off. ♥

Kate McMurray is an award-winning author of gay romance and an
unabashed romance fan. When she’s not writing, she works as a nonfiction
editor, dabbles in various crafts, and is maybe a tiny bit obsessed with
baseball. She has served as President of Rainbow Romance Writers, the
LGBT romance chapter of Romance Writers of America; and as Vice
President of RWA/NYC. She lives in Brooklyn, NY. Visit her at
www.katemcmurray.com.

BROOKLYN BOOK FESTIVAL
BY CHAIR MICHAEL MOLLOY

Sunday, September 17 from 10 am – 6 pm
Booth # 339
-- Rain or Shine -Our Members will be there to sign books and talk Romance. Join us and bring the family! ♥

TRAINS: take N, R, W trains to Jay Street-Metro Tech; take 2, 3, 4, 5 trains to Borough Hall,
WEBSITE: Visit www.brooklynbookfestival.org for directions and maps.
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GOLDEN APPLE AWARDS UPDATE
BY VICE PRESIDENT STACEY AGDERN
JOIN US! Thursday, September 28, 6:30pm for the
Golden Apple Awards Reception at Hudson Station,
440 9th Avenue, in the Stone Room
Fee = $35 members / $40 non-members
Purchase your ticket in advance on the Chapter Website:
www.rwanyc.com or by using this link:
http://www.rwanyc.com/golden-apple-awards.html

SEND US A WRITING BLURB!
There will be a special issue of Keynotes for the GAA containing blurbs of our members’ books /
works in progress. Keep them brief (250words). Add your name, title, published/unpublished status
and website / blog address. Get them in ASAP or by September 15.
VOLUNTEERS WANTED!
Help with registration, setup and clean up. If you can help, please email Stacey ASAP at
goldenapplerwanyc@gmail.com.

OUR 2017 GOLDEN APPLE WINNERS ARE!
Beverly Jenkins - Lifetime Achievement
Sarah MacLean - Author of the Year
Esi Sogah - Editor of the Year
Latoya Smith – Agent of the Year
Saint Martin’s Press/Swerve - Publisher of the Year
Women of Color in Romance - Media Source of the Year ♥

NATIONAL RWA ELECTIONS
Voting for the 2017-18 RWA Board of Directors
begins September 1. All RWA members will receive
an email ballot. If you do not, contact the National
office directly at 832.717.5200. ♥
Your Vote is Your Voice.
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NEW MEMBERS!
Katie Barrett
Avery Duran
Kat Simon
Autumn Sand
Charlotte O'Shay

CHAPTER MINUTES: AUGUST 5
BY SECRETARY JENN WELSH
Attendance: 24 members
President Kate McMurray called the General Meeting to order at 12:13pm
Meeting minutes pending approval.
Treasurer’s Report: Maria Cox reported that we have $5,856.86, in the budget -- a 314.39 increase,
resulting from applicants of the Kathryn Hayes contest.
Secretary’s Reports: 78 active members confirmed. Some of the new members are in attendance.
President’s Report: Kate announced next meetings speaker: Norma Hernandez from Kensington
will be doing critiquing with members. This will replace previously scheduled speakers due to
scheduling conflicts.
Golden Apples: September 28th. Stacy is confirming the venue. All invitation suggestions should e
sent to GoldenApplesRWANYC@gmail.com
Kathryn Hayes “When Sparks Fly” Contest: Additional submissions are coming in. The deadline
is September 1st. Thanks to members for getting the word out. For those who would like to
participate in judging, reach out to Laquette@novelsbylaquette.com.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Newsletter and Blog
• Keynotes theme for next issue is: Time and Setting –Articles up to 500 words. Maria F listed
all the outlets for members to get the word out about their book including RWANYC Twitter
feed, Book Cover Fridays and Keynotes. There is a recurring column in Keynotes called A
Room of One’s Own. Send articles and news to Maria and the Keynotes team at:
keynotes@gmail.com
Publicity
• Brooklyn Book Festival – The festival will take place on September 17th. If you have any
questions about volunteering or your table rental spots, contact Michael Malloy
RWA/NYC #6
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
• Write for Keynotes! The Keynotes team would like to see more articles from members! This
is a great way to get writing credits and because the newsletter goes to industry professionals,
this is a way to showcase your writing. Write for Keynotes!
•

Reviving Critique Group – Kate will send out an email about the critique group to those who
were interested in participating. The critique group needs someone to spearhead the effort.
More details coming soon.

•

Genrepalooza takes place on Wednesday, August 23rd from 6 -9pm. This is a members’ only
event with open bar. Final ticket price for RWA/NYC is $25. Tickets will be available via
PayPal link for our members.

OTHER
Nationals Run Down
• RITAs will be all digital going forward
• RWA was present at the Frankfurt Book Festival for the first time
• Diversity Summit with upper level industry folks. Some findings were that publishers need to
do better and hire more editors of color, and a significant number of those who answered the
diversity survey were traditionally published. The conversation continues.
• -Golden Heart and RITA ceremonies were separated and seemed to go well. There were some
complaints but mostly a welcomed change.
• -The board purchased the conference recording for members who’d like to review the
workshops that were offered. Look for an email on how to benefit from these recordings at
our next meeting.
Chapter meeting adjourned at 12:36pm. ♥
MEMBERS NEWS
Anna DePalo’s SECOND CHANCE WITH THE CEO is a
finalist in the Contemporary Romance - Short category of
the Golden Leaf contest sponsored by NJ Romance Writers.
Barbara James is pleased to announce the publishing of her
first novel, RICK: STARTING OVER.♥
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MEMBERS ON THE SHELF

I KNEW YOU WERE TROUBLE
by Kay Blake

HIS TRUE STRENGTH
by LaQuette

RWA/NYC #6

RICK: STARTING OVER
by Barbara James

IMPACT
by Autumn Sand
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ANOTHER RWA/NYC NIGHT AT LADY JANE’S SALON
Congrats to members Stacey Agdern, Alexis Daria and Robin Lovette who read at August’s Lady
Jane’s Salon event. Many thanks to other members who went to lend their support. ♥

Stacey
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ABOUT PAN
(PUBLISHED AUTHOR NETWORK)
The purpose of the Published Authors Network (PAN) is to establish within the
RWA framework a network of communication and support to effectively promote
and protect the interests of published romance authors; to open channels of
communication between those romance authors and other publishing industry professionals; and to encourage
professionalism on all levels and in all relationships within the publishing industry.
To be eligible for General PAN Membership: RWA General or Honorary members in good standing should
have earned at least $1,000 on a single novel or novella that meets the definition of Romance Fiction.
To be eligible for Provisional PAN Membership: RWA General or Honorary members in good standing should
have: (1) contracted for the publication of a novel or novella for an advance of at least $1,000, but said work is
not yet commercially available ("Option One"); or (2) published a novel or novella, but not yet earned $1,000
("Option Two"). Works offered through Predatory Publishing companies shall not qualify.♥

About PRO
The purpose of the PRO Community of Practice is to establish within RWA a
network of communication and support to effectively promote and protect the
interests of romance writers in the areas between manuscript completion and PAN
eligibility.
To help members reach the next level, PRO focuses on the business side of writing rather than craft. This
program is available to any active General or Honorary member who: (1) is not PAN-eligible and (2) has one
complete original work of romance fiction of at least 20,000 words, or multiple complete original works of
romance fiction which combine for a total of at least 20,000 words.♥

FREE PUBLICITY!
Have a new book out? Entered and won a contest? Have an interesting topic,
research, tips you want to share? An event, book, conference you‘d like to review?
Keynotes is a FREE Promotion Opportunity. We welcome all subjects.
Send in your articles, news, book covers, reviews, etc., to keynoteseditor@gmail.com. Articles will
also be published on the Chapter Blog for DOUBLE the promotion!
Deadline: the 15th of every month. Take advantage of us!♥
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MONTHLY THEME: TIME & PLACE: WHY YOUR STORY NEEDS THEM
This month our members are talking about the importance of time and place within a novel.

WHAT DOES TIME AND PLACE MEAN TO ME?
BY BARBARA JAMES
Our stories are universal in that they address our need for human connection. Time and place, I
believe, contextualize our stories in ways that help us reach our readers who find the time and place
of our novels appealing. But time and place is also about the author, who writes about the times and
periods which interest them the most, whether because they have lived it, or they have fantasized
about it. Perhaps time and place is about creating an alternative reality where no one lives but where
the human condition matters as well.
Although I read genres from a myriad of times and places, from the historical to the contemporary, I
write exclusively in the contemporary, because I am interested in the human condition as experienced
by people in the world of today.
Yet, at the same time, I'm aware of the ways in which I am influenced by my "time and place." I was
born and raised in New York City, but I have also spent a lot of time in college towns working among
young adults. These are the environments I am most familiar with, and so my writing from the
contexts of those times and places, seem in my view, more authentic as the time and place can then
become its own character in a story.
How can a time and place become its own character? It is about creating a world, the backdrop for
the story and the action. The places are fictionalized, but the props come out of a deep understanding
of the social environments that ground the community of students, faculty, and staff on a college
campus in a university town.
RWA/NYC #6
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Our characters are not cardboard people. They are meant to be
presented as unique individuals with their own histories,
needs, and interests. These are expressed not just
through the people they know, but in the ways they
interact with the spaces that ground their characters.
Times and places provide the context for characters and
their experiences. ♥
Barbara James lives in Brooklyn, New York. She writes romances full of sweetness
and heat. Her first novel, RICK: STARTING OVER, is available on Amazon.

TIME AND SPACE
BY MARIA FERRER
Before I put on my makeup, I put on moisturizer and foundation. These two things prepare my face
for an invasion of color. They smooth out the lines on my face, cover my pores and give me an even
playing field that I can then color at will.
Time and space are my color palette and lipstick when writing.
For example: Two factions at war. Man and woman caught in the middle.
They are willing to sacrifice all to protect all they love.
Good plot, right? But it can be any novel, any century.
Now, I throw in the burning of Atlanta, men in blue and grey uniforms,
plantations, big bellum dresses and I have GONE WITH THE WIND.
What if I give you men with lightsabers, soldiers in white robotic suits, a
princess with ear buns and a cocky fighter pilot? I have STAR WARS.
Time and place are what give your story color, a theme, a focus, a point
where you can embellish and color in. And once a writer knows her time and
place – her colors! -- it is easier to build worlds, develop characters and gives
a writer plenty of ammunition for surprising plot twists. Now, start
coloring….I mean writing. ♥
Maria Ferrer writes contemporary romance and erotica as Del Carmen. She
believes a good foundation leads to a better story. Visit her at
www.delcarmenbooks.com.
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BACK TO THE SETTING
BY JN WELSH
One of my favorite settings is in BREATHING HIS AIR by Debra
Kayn. Her description of a biker community had me drinking in every
detail. When the action happens, I’m there. When the characters develop grow and change, I’m in the
corner of the bar, the office, the housing, and the back of the bike. I’ve closed that book to get off a
train or go to bed but each time I open to the pages, I know where I am and can visualize and feel the
vibe of the places she writes, the time of day, and how the characters and plot move within them. Is
setting important? Damn right it is! I love it when characters describe places and attach their emotion
to it from their memories and perspective. Deep POV done well is extremely impressive and sears
setting into the reader’s minds because now the place truly means something.
If I can build a setting and time warp my reader within the confines of the time and place while their
reading what I hope is a great story, then I’ve done a good job. ♥
JN Welsh is RWA/NYC Chapter Secretary. She writes contemporary romances. Visit her at
www.jnwelsh.com.
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